UltraESB-X
Highly Performing, Lean and
Robust ESB with a Simple
Configuration Model
UltraESB runs on top of a lightweight Spring container
which can be administered and monitored in a
modular manner, with a developer-friendly
configuration model for connecting systems and
mediating messages.

Extreme levels of performance with
Zero-copy proxying

UltraESB is used on a
~200 node cluster
at the Fortune #1,
final target 6 million TPS

UltraESB is the only ESB that supports Zero-copy proxying for
extreme levels of performance utilizing Direct Memory Access
(DMA) and the sendfile system call along with Non-blocking I/O.

Dozens of Connectors and Processors
out of the box
Out-of-the-box connectors for almost all well-known transport

UltraESB serves clients across a number of countries

protocols, together with processors to facilitate mediation and

and industries. From Financial markets, Retail and

processing functionalities.

Telecommunication to Travel, Leisure and
Entertainment, they rely on us to stay ahead of
competition.

RAMDisk for efficient payload handling
Usage of RAMDisk to store message payloads for facilitating
efficient payload manipulation in order to minimize the JVM
heap memory usage and garbage collection overhead.

AdroitLogic

Built-in Monitoring and Administration
capabilities via REST services
Provides a rich and secured set of REST services to

Elasticsearch-based statistics

facilitate monitoring and administration functionalities

Pluggable Elasticsearch-based metrics engine to

UXTerm the built-in scriptable command line interface
for administration
Ability to connect third-party monitoring tools via

collect a wide range of statistics of the UltraESB which
includes message- and server-level statistics, with the
flexibility to report custom metrics from within any
Integration Flow.

standardized REST services

Clustering capabilities with Group
Coordination and Cooperative Control
Group of UltraESB nodes operating together
seamlessly as a single unit
Each node is self-contained without sharing any state
with others

UltraStudio, the graphical development
environment to develop, test and package integration
flows as projects, to be deployed on UltraESB

Integration Platform,

to manage

large-scale deployments with easy maintenance and
scaling capabilities

Cluster-wide monitoring and management via
REST services
Facilitates both active-active and active-passive
deployment patterns
Supports node-wise or group-wise fail-over capabilities
based on node count, node percentage or majority

Project-based deployment
management
Flexibility to deploy multiple self-contained projects,
each containing several integration flows, within a
single UltraESB instance
Ability to manage the deployment lifecycle, resources,
dependencies and configurations for each project
independently

Contact us
for more information on
integration solutions provided by AdroitLogic
Tel : +1 (650) 918 5727, (+94) 722 805724
Email : info@adroitlogic.com
Web : www.adroitlogic.com
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